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Pathways to Marriage…Or Not:
A Study on the Emotions of Dating in LDS Young Adults
Melissa S. Kuhlenhoelter, Stephanie L. Standage, and Thomas B. Holman
School of Family Life, Brigham Young University, Provo, UT 84602

The “Pathways To Marriage…Or Not” study was preformed to gain a greater understanding of the daMng aNtudes and experiences of LDS young adults while daMng. It has become apparent through
the course of this study that daMng has changed from what it has been in the past. We have seen a greater amount of hanging out, and not as much casual daMng. We have seen a lot of dissonance
between what people say and what they do. We are wondering why this is. Why is it that young adults seem to have a harder Mme daMng these days? We feel that one possible answer could be that
young adults are afraid to be hurt emoMonally. We have focused on the emoMons that these young adults go through as they are daMng. In this study we have found that the emoMons felt in daMng go
through a cycle. A cycle we call the Cycle of DaMng EmoMons. We believe this cycle happens to everyone who is daMng, regardless of if they are involved in a relaMonship or not.

Materials and Methods:

Cycle of Da6ng Emo6ons

•Sample: 12 females, 12 males
aaending BYU
•Method used: Grounded theory
•ParMcipants took READY/RELATE
•ParMcipants were interviewed twice
•Data analyzed using Nvivo

Stage 1—Genuine: People in this stage of the

cycle are content with life. They are real,
enthusiasMc, genuine, and passionate. This is the
stage where a person is acMvely daMng. They
could be in a relaMonship or not. This is the stage
where relaMonships begin, and are maintained.

Stage 1:
Genuine

Results:
A\er reviewing and analyzing the interviews, we
started noMcing a paaern of emoMons that our
parMcipants and, we suspect, other young adults,
go through. This cycle has four emoMonal stages.
Stage 1 is the stage when a person is acMvely
daMng or in a relaMonship. Stage 2 is the break up
or this stage can also happen when the person of
interest starts daMng someone else. Stage 3 is the
discouragement that occurs a\er the break up and
before someone gets the moMvaMon to date again.
Stage 4 occurs when a person is hopeful and starts
daMng again. This cycle is conMnuous. We have
found that an individual can go through the cycle
quickly or slowly. They can also be in one stage
much longer than any of the other stages. Each of
the stages are discussed in‐depth below. We hope
to use this cycle to help us beaer understand how
young adult’s emoMons inﬂuence their progression
towards marriage.

Deﬁni6on of Stages:

Stage 2—Confused: Stage 1 turns into Stage 2
Stage 4:
Inspired

Stage 2:
Confused

Stage 3:
Discouraged

when a person starts geNng confused and they
start doubMng their ability to date, the sincerity
of partners love. They start geNng frustrated
and uneasy with their relaMonship. This is usually
when a break up occurs in a relaMonship. If a
person is not in a relaMonship, this stage may
happen when someone that they like starts
daMng someone else.

Stage 3—Discouraged: Stage 2 turns to Stage 3

Discussion and Further Research:
We have found that this model can predict the universal emoMonal stages that
everyone experiences while daMng. Although we believe that this model is
universal, further research could be done to predict individual diﬀerences
including:
•Personality characterisMcs
•How progression through cycle changes with Mme
•Gender diﬀerences
•Aaachment style as a predictor of movement through stages

a\er the break up occurs and before they start
daMng again. This stage can last a long Mme, but it
can also be relaMvely short. During this stage a
person is discouraged, depressed, sad, lonely,
and unmoMvated to start daMng again.

Stage 4—Inspired: This stage occurs when a

person begins to want to date again. Usually this
occurs when a person becomes interested in
someone else. Or they somehow realize the
importance of daMng (through a moMvaMonal
talk, a helpful roommate, a loving parent, etc.).
They are moMvated, and they are hopeful that
something will work again.
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